The Puckett's staff would like to thank you for your tree purchase. We would like to do anything we can
to help you with knowledge about caring for your new tree or trees. We hope the guidelines given here
will get you through the first establishment periods your tree will need before they are fully rooted and part
of your landscape. Please take a moment to read these instructions, and if you have any questions, feel
free to call us al (972) 727-1145.

Waterino
When and how often do I water is the number one question that is asked by most folks at the time of
purchase. While there is no such thing as a watering schedule, proper methods of watering are
imporlant. The best way to water in our heavy clay soils is a slow, deep soaking done infrequently. This
can be achieved with a hose pulled out to the base of the new tree and either attach a soaker hose at the
end and encircle the area where the root ball is, or you can use a smallcircle pattern sprinkler. Let the
sprinkler run medium to low pressure for a few hours then turn it off to let the first watering soak in. Then
turn it back on for a few more hours on low pressure again. The f requency of intervals will vary according
to weather conditions and moisture available caused by rainfall or your in-ground automatic sprinkler
system, if you have one. Don't always depend on your in-ground sprinkler system to water trees,
especially large trees. lt is still best to pull a hose out to each tree and hand water them. ln winter, you
may only need to deep water like this every three weeks iJ we are getting normal rainfall; every two weeks
in dry winters.

ln hotter, dry summer months, you will need to step up the frequency of your deep watering. In triple digit
weather, with a new tree in a particularly hot, dry part of the yard, the frequency needs to be kept at about
every five to seven days until the temperatures abate.
Make sure to water the surrounding soil several feet out f rom the tree, not just the root ball itself. Always
check to see if watering is needed before you start. Look at the soil conditions - touch the soil to see if
there is moisture under mulch covering, or in summer, check for cracks forming in the clay near the tree.
A steel rod is a good tool to stab into soil to check for moisture. lf it goes in easily, you have good
moisture. lf not, then the soil is dry.
It's hard to overwater most trees, but there are a few exceptions. You can overwater balled-in-earth trees
to the point that they become very loose in the burlap bag, causing the tree to move too much and
damage fragile new roots. Also, this excess moisture can cause root rot and ultimately failure of the tree.
The types of trees that can be overwatered are Bradford Pear, Red Oak'Shumardi', and Chinese
Pistachio. Monitor watering carefully on these trees.

The important thing is to learn when to recognize it's time to water. Pay attention to weather conditions
and temperature. lf you go on summer vacation, have an irrigation plan set up so you don't come home
to a crisp, burnt tree.

Fertilizino
We recommend Ferti-Lome root stimulator fertilizer. This product works wellto feed the new tree as well
as establish new hair roots and feeder roots. lt contains a low nitrogen/high phosphate fertilizer with a
rooting hormone indole-3-butyric acid. lt comes in a concentrate that you dilute in water and apply every
two to three weeks at the root ball area until the plant seems established. The dilution rate lor Ferti-Lome
root,stimulator is three and one-half tablespoons per gallon of water. On a five- gallon size tree for
instance, you would need one gallon of the solution per application. On a much larger tree, like a thirtygallon pot size, you should apply about four to five gallons of diluted solution to the root system. lt would
be a good idea to make sure trees have been watered well ahead of time before root stimulator
application is made. Another great addition to help new trees is lava sand, which helps a lot with
fertilization exchange capacities in the soil and adds needed minerals.

Stakinq
We recommend you stake trees only as a last resoft and then remove stakes as soon as possible. The
trees will grow stronger if allowed to bend and move naturally with wind and the elements. Staking can
actually weaken trees if left on too long. There will be situations where trees are very tall or top heavy
and need supporl, or they have a weak, loose root system and need some support from staking for
awhile.

Mulch
A good 2" layer of some type of bark mulch or compost is recommended to cover the root system of your
tree (plus a little further out). This covering will serve to maintain good moisture and temperature levels
for the roots and keep grass and weeds f rom spreading in and competing with young trees. Never pile
mulch up around the trunk of your tree; keep drifts of mulch pulled away from the trunk itself.

